
Große Einkaufstasche aus Lampenfolie
Instructions No. 771

Difficulty: Beginner

With self-adhesive Lamp foil you can do much more than only lampshades. From a simple cut, for example, you can
create a large, stable bag. The foil is covered with fabric and sewn together at the edges. This is child's play and extremely
variable.

And this is how it works 

With the help of the templates, templates are made in the first step of the work process, onto which the protective foil of
Lamp foil transferred and cut out 
Important: The template for the side parts must be mirrored on the dotted line 

Now punch holes at the edges with the punching pliers, through which the bag is later sewn together with a wool thread.
Then the fabric for the side parts and lid or bottom is spread out and pulled straight. From the cut Lamp foil the protective foil
is removed, the foil cuts are now glued to the fabric. Simply cut off the protruding fabric and slit the holes with a scalpel 

Two additional holes are punched in each side part for the bag handles . Make small slits in the bottom of the bag for the
four pocket feet, insert them and bend them open inside.

Now the bag can be decorated with bow applications . In the decoration example, these were ironed with permanent iron-on
foil at cotton temperature on a brown fabric remnant, cut out with an approx. 1 - 2 mm wide edge and glued to the side part 



In the next step the individual parts are sewn together with the wool thread, the ends of the wool are fixed with hot glue. For
a clean finish, the wool can also be glued along the top edge of the bag 
Tip: Wrap a piece of adhesive film around the end of the thread so that it does not fray out and can be easily threaded
through the holes 

For further decoration cut off approx. 70 cm of wool. Shorten the wooden stick of the spring cotter , thread a Pearl and wrap
the ends of the wool thread around the wooden sticks. Fix it with hot glue. Then latch the bag handles and bind the
decoration in a Carabiner to a bow.
Tip: You can also cut the decoration to fit Felt on the bottom of the bag.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!

Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let yourself be inspired!

Must Have

VBS Lamp foil, self-adhesive "0.5 mm", 60 x 33 cm

4,79 €
(1 m2 = 24,19 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/vbs-lamp-foil-self-adhesive-0-5-mm-60-x-33-cm-a30337/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

970181 Punch Pliers VBS, Hole Ø 6 mm 1

389563 Bag handles "Laura", 2 pieces, brown 1

518994 Pocket feet 1

347489 VBS Iron-on fleece 1

110556 UHU all-purpose glue LF, 35 g 1

130134 VBS Universal ruler 1

132824 Hobby scalpel 1

970020 VBS Side cutter 1

Add to shopping cart
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